
FLEET STATUS UPDATE | AUGUST 2020



FLEET ADMIRAL | STEVE PARMLEY

cs@sfi.org bementfire@gmail.com

November 6th is the new deadline for the recruiting video.

Thursdays are the new day for STARFLEET After Dark, 10pm CST!
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AB 20-17 | FADM ROBERT WESTFALL, ISS Katana is charged with: 
Negligent in duties as Commander, STARFLEET in oversight of thew 2019 International 
Conference committee.  

Specifically:  

• No official/proper IC Liaison was ever appointed. 
• No IC status report was ever requested if collected.
• Budgeted a $20,000 in the initial planning phase of the IC but proceeded to sign a 

$40,000 contract with the host facility. 
• Failure to discuss the scope or intention of the intended IC project with the AB.

How the AB Voted on the charges:
Region 1 FCPT Jason Williams       Aye
Region 2 RADM Ryan Case   1st     Aye
Region 3 BG Jeremy Carsten       Aye
Region 4 ADM David Nottage       Aye
Region 5 FCPT Vi Curtis       Absent
Region 6 BG Leo Rogers       Absent
Region 7 ADM Wayne Augustson      Aye
Region 8 RADM Owen Swart       Aye
Region 9 LGN Thomas Sigmundson      Absent
Region 10 ADM Paul Reid   2nd     Aye
Region 11 FCPT Helen Stooke       Aye
Region 12 COMM Shannon Lindbloom      Aye
Region 13 CPT Kyle Fisher       Aye
Region 15  COMM Corey Grant       Aye
Region 17 ADM Bran Stimpson       Aye
Region 18 FCPT Mauro Martins       Absent
Region 20 RADM Richard Sams       Aye

Sentence: It is the Admiralty Board’s decision to revoke his lifetime membership. 



AB 20-18 |  The budget for the 2020 year was voted on and approved. 

How the AB Voted:
Region 1 FCPT Jason Williams       Aye
Region 2 RADM Ryan Case       Aye
Region 3 BG Jeremy Carsten       Aye
Region 4 ADM David Nottage   1st      Aye
Region 5 FCPT Vi Curtis       Absent
Region 6 BG Leo Rogers       Absent
Region 7 ADM Wayne Augustson      Aye
Region 8 RADM Owen Swart       Aye
Region 9 LGN Thomas Sigmundson      Absent
Region 10 ADM Paul Reid   2nd     Aye
Region 11 FCPT Helen Stooke       Aye
Region 12 COMM Shannon Lindbloom      Aye
Region 13 CPT Kyle Fisher       Aye
Region 15  COMM Corey Grant       Aye
Region 17 ADM Bran Stimpson       Aye
Region 18 FCPT Mauro Martins       Absent
Region 20 RADM Richard Sams       Aye

The 2020 budget is approved.
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AB 20-19 | The most current STARFLEET Academy courses for data privacy and protection 
approved by the corporate data protection officer (currently SFDPP-101 and SFDPP-102) are 
annually required to pass for any member with access to other member(s)’s Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII) in the SFI database, websites, or social media platforms.
 As such, but not limited to, all corporate officers, board members, chapter commanding 
officers (CO) and executive officers (XO) and all respective staff members are required to 
accomplish this training annually.
 Corporate officers/the Executive Committee (EC) are required to ensure their respective 
staff members have completed and maintain the training, if they have any access to membership 
data for their job. Any new EC or staff members have thirty (30) days to complete the training from 
time of appointment. Database access will not be granted until the training is completed.
 Board members/Regional coordinators (RC) are responsible for ensuring any staff they 
grant any RC database permissions to have completed and maintain the training, prior to granting 
access.
 Chapter Chairpersons/Commanding Officers are responsible for ensuring any staff they 
grant any CO database permissions to have completed and maintain the training, prior to granting 
access.
 STARFLEET Academy(s), and all auxiliary departments: anyone who’s duties require 
access to other member(s)’s Personally Identifiable Information (PII) must complete and maintain 
the training before being granted database access. Each department will be responsible for 
tracking their respective staff training compliance.
 STARFLEET International must maintain and update data privacy and protection training 
compliance and understands that the course name and numbers may change in the future; and 
cover ever more data protection regulations and laws. The most current courses and tests 
approved by the corporate data protection officer shall be the requirement per this resolution.
 All members currently in impacted/referenced roles have ninety (90) days to gain initial 
compliance with this resolution.

How the AB Voted:
Region 1 FCPT Jason Williams       Aye
Region 2 RADM Ryan Case   2nd     Aye
Region 3 BG Jeremy Carsten   1st     Aye
Region 4 ADM David Nottage         Aye
Region 5 FCPT Vi Curtis       Aye
Region 6 BG Leo Rogers       Aye
Region 7 ADM Wayne Augustson      Aye
Region 8 RADM Owen Swart       Aye
Region 9 LGN Thomas Sigmundson      Aye
Region 10 ADM Paul Reid       Aye
Region 11 FCPT Helen Stooke       Aye
Region 12 COMM Shannon Lindbloom      Aye
Region 13 CPT Kyle Fisher       Aye
Region 15  COMM Corey Grant       Aye
Region 17 ADM Bran Stimpson       Aye
Region 18 FCPT Mauro Martins       Aye
Region 20 RADM Richard Sams       Aye

This was approved.
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AB 20-20 | The AB notes that, as a former CS, Dan Toole was and is fully aware of the need to 
cooperate with the IG when requested to do so to allow the IG and, by extension, the AB to dis-
charge their duties in an efficient and timely manner, and his unwillingness to do so was disap-
pointing, however, considering his actions to attempt to “save” the IC and the multitude of issues 
already outside of his direct control, Region moves that that no disciplinary actions need be taken 
concerning his involvement in the 2019 IC events.

How the AB Voted:
Region 1 FCPT Jason Williams      Aye
Region 2 RADM Ryan Case   1st      Aye
Region 3 BG Jeremy Carsten       Absent
Region 4 ADM David Nottage         Aye
Region 5 FCPT Vi Curtis       Aye
Region 6 BG Leo Rogers       Absent
Region 7 ADM Wayne Augustson      Aye
Region 8 RADM Owen Swart       Aye
Region 9 LGN Thomas Sigmundson      Absent
Region 10 ADM Paul Reid       Aye
Region 11 FCPT Helen Stooke       Absent
Region 12 COMM Shannon Lindbloom     Aye
Region 13 CPT Kyle Fisher       Aye
Region 15  COMM Corey Grant   2nd     Aye
Region 17 ADM Bran Stimpson      Aye
Region 18 FCPT Mauro Martins      Absent
Region 20 RADM Richard Sams      Aye

This was approved. 
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AB 20-21 | For the 2020 IC: As much of the proceedings for the International Conference was 
handled during the livestream efforts on August 1, 2020 - Region 2 moves that IC 2020, originally 
to be held alongside BayCon in San Mateo, California, be officially cancelled and efforts begin 
being made for a virtual annual ECAB meeting as necessitated by Bylaws Section 5.6. The AB 
would like to formally thank the administration of BayCon for its support and understanding during 
this trying time and looks forward to future collaborations.

How the AB Voted:
Region 1 FCPT Jason Williams      Aye
Region 2 RADM Ryan Case   1st     Aye
Region 3 BG Jeremy Carsten       Absent
Region 4 ADM David Nottage         Abstains
Region 5 FCPT Vi Curtis       Aye
Region 6 BG Leo Rogers       Absent
Region 7 ADM Wayne Augustson      Aye
Region 8 RADM Owen Swart       Absent
Region 9 LGN Thomas Sigmundson      Aye
Region 10 ADM Paul Reid       Abstains
Region 11 FCPT Helen Stooke       Absent
Region 12 COMM Shannon Lindbloom     Aye
Region 13 CPT Kyle Fisher       Aye
Region 15  COMM Corey Grant       Aye
Region 17 ADM Bran Stimpson  2nd     Aye
Region 18 FCPT Mauro Martins      Absent
Region 20 RADM Richard Sams      Aye

This motion passed.



ADMIRAL | jAMES hERRinG

vcs@sfi.org ussmogo@gmail.com

Greetings one and all!
I know you are as tired of this COVID stuff as I am. Let’s look towards something fun in the future. 
From the website IC2021.com: 

The Theme of the 2021 IC will be the “Roaring 20’s” (1920s) and 
we plan to bring a taste of that time period to the weekend. There 
will be a costume contest with 2 categories, 1- The 1920’s and 
2- Science Fiction in General. So get to work now on your costume 
and plan to strut your stuff over the weekend!

Also, the Klingon Assault Group hopefully will be there to sign a 
Diplomatic Relations treaty, thanks to our STARFLEET Diplomatic 
Corps!

VCS Personnel Changes
My Aide, RADM Fran Brock has resigned for personal reasons. 
LCDR Gerhard Pretorius, USS Omnus Region 8 is now my new Chief Wireless Operator-VCS 
(new position).

FACEBOOK LINK
This month was a slow one. The department is continuing to seek input from members on where 
STARFLEET can improve accessibility. We are also evaluating where to go next with the 
department.
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DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE VCS

ALL ACCESS, STARFLEET
ADM jASOn SChRECK

lb206@aol.com

mailto:vcs%40sfi.org?subject=
mailto:ussmogo%40gmail.com?subject=
http://IC2021.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/173308277449152/
mailto:lb206%40aol.com?subject=


We have concluded talks with KAG and they will hopefully be sending representatives to IC 2021.  
We are also currently in talks with Fleet 31. They have been given our proposal, so we are waiting 
on their response and terms. 

I have opened a public, that is to all members of SFI, Facebook group for the Diplomatic Corps. 
Anyone is welcome to join. I will post regular updates there but will be also for you to post any 
ideas or suggestions you may have. 

Nothing new to report. 
Still stuck in a cryogenic chamber. The department is waiting till it is safe to return to active duty.

Till then be safe and see you soon.

sfifleetambassador@gmail.com

frost.sfi@gmail.com

STARFLEET DIPLOMATIC CORPS
CPT AAROn hIMES

MACO
RADM DEnISE RUSh

FAST RECRUITING ORIENTATION SHAKEDOWN TEAM
(F.R.O.S.T)

CPT jASOn GARRETT

We currently have 41 SOU’s and 199 Operatives.
We took a little hit with having to deactivate 2 large SOU’s for non-reporting for 5 months. 
Our numbers don’t add up with the information in the DB because not everyone is officially 
registered with MACO. There are a total of 354 members affiliated with MACO in the DB, but 136 
of those are not listed with any MACO SOU or as an IO. I wish there was a way to correct these 
numbers in the DB so that they would match. 

There have been a couple of changes this last month, this is the updated staffing for MACO:

sfso@sfi.org
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Director of Training
FCAPT Kelli Caplette

Deputy Director Training Operations
CMDR Joel Ehl

Director Cybe Ops
LTC Scott Sawyer

Deputy Director Cyber Ops
Mathew Davies

Webmaster
Vacant

Social Media Monitor
Vacant

Certification Officer
PVT Thomas Bores

Director of Operations
VADM Pam Michaud

Deputy Director Operations
CAPT John Brice Jr.

Group 1 Commander
LCDR Dawn Shaw

Group 2 Commander
COMM Mike Brown

IO Group Commander
Vacant | To Be Filled When Needed

Recruiting and Retention Chief
COL Joshua Dadd

Awards Chief
CAPT Rob Addison van Tuinen

Newsletter “Secured Frequencies” Editor
CAPT Jason Garrett

MACO TRAINING OPS

MACO CYBER OPS

MACO OPERATIONS
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Commander, MACO 
RADM De Rush

Deputy Commander, MACO
MGEN Thomas Clark

MACO COMMAND
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All MACO Staff have taken the GDPR / SFDPP courses, a few have RL certificates as listed.
 
NAME     RANK  GDPR 101 GDPR 102 GDPR 201
MACO Command        
De Rush    RADM  7/24/2020 7/24/2020 7/24/2020
Thomas Clark   MGEN 7/21/2020 7/21/2020 n/a  
Jason Garrett   CAPT  7/27/2020 7/27/2020 7/27/2020
Joshua Dadd    COL  7/24/2020 7/24/2020 n/a
         
MACO Operations         
Pam Michaud   VADM  7/23/2020 7/23/2020 7/24/2020
John Brice Jr.   CAPT  7/17/2020 7/17/2020 n/a
Dawn Shaw    LCDR  7/16/2020 7/21/2020 n/a
Mike Brown    COMM 7/26/2020 7/26/2020 n/a       
Rob Addison Van Tuinen  CAPT  8/9/2020 8/9/2020 n/a
         
MACO Training Ops        
Kelli Caplette    FCAPT 7/31/2020 7/31/2020 n/a
Joel Ehl    CMDR 7/23/2020 7/23/2020 n/a
Tom Bores    PVT  7/30/2020 7/30/2020 n/a
         
MACO Cyber Ops        
Scott Sawyer    LTC  7/27/2020 7/27/2020 n/a
Matthew Davies   LTC  7/26/2020 7/27/2020 n/a

DIRECTOR OF CYBER OPERATIONS REPORT
The Awards submission form has been created and is in operation on the MACO Website. There 
have been 9 submissions so far.
The reporting issue with the website seems to have been resolved and reports are now coming in 
properly to the Group Commanders and the Dir of Ops.
Updates (such as media) are being updated to the site as they are provided to me. Matthew 
Davies has been doing the Discord verifications to the best of my knowledge. I lost John Patrick 
Jr Brice to ops due to operational demand.

DIRECTOR TRAINING OPERATIONS REPORT
Due to a lack of time to fulfill the duties of Chief Certification Officer. I’ve replaced Ralph Brigham 
with Thomas Bores.  I have sent Thomas all the Training materials and he has started verifying 
Training Certifications.
I have selected Joel “Rob” Ehl to be the Deputy Director Training Ops, MACO.  I have also sent 
him all pertinent MACO Training materials.  He is shadowing me and learning the ropes.  I am 
giving him time to decide which area (training or awards) he would like to be more hands on with 
in overseeing for me.
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CERTIFICATION OFFICERS REPORT
Ralph Brigham was extremely busy with real life and unable to fulfill the duties of the Chief 
Certification Officer.  I have selected Thomas Bores to fill this position.
Matthew Davies finished converting the Training certification certificates into editable PDFs.  I 
have updated those, as well as the Publisher format version of all certifications to show Thomas 
Bores as the Chief Certification Officer.
Number of Certifications earned for this Period:  73

MACO AWARD OFFICERS REPORT
We have six awards that have been given out since July 22nd. 

 BASIC TRAINING AWARD
 Anne Zecca
 John Brice Jr.
 Kimberly Biggerstaff
 Marie Casalaspro

 CURZON AWARD 
 Michael Stelzer

 McCOY MEDICAL 
  Mike Brown (Bronze)

EDITOR “SECURED FREQUENCIES”
The preview issue is in the process of being finalized. I did not get the input from as many in the 
team I had hoped for, so had to make some changes.
I have included submission and publication dates for future issues in the preview issue.
I have also posted on the Crossed Daggers page asking for articles for future issues.
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GROUP COMMANDER’S NOTES:
FTR - IO 127, SOU 100
Gains: 4
Losses: 19
Activated/On Standby: 
Deactivated: IO 219, SOU 009, SOU 515

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 20
Reported: 17
Excused: 0
Late: 2
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: 3

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 15 Operatives: 98
IOs: 3  Operatives: 6

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 104

ROSTER CHANGES
Gains - 4
Losses - 3
Leadership Changes: 
SOU 004 - Added CRR Hector Guitierrez Jr. as 
asst. team leader
SOU 008 - LTJG April Victorine was made the Team 
Leader and Captain Robert was moved to Assistant 
Team Leader.

AWARDS ISSUED: 0

AWARDS REQUESTED: 5
The following awards were requested for the below 
operative: General Martok 3yr and 5yr service 
ribbons, the MACO basic training ribbon, 
Major Hayes Award (Alpha), and MACO Aerospace 
Wings. 
Name: Brian A. Crist
Rank: Colonel
SCC#: 68526
Expiration Date: Sept. 21, 2020

PROBLEMS, COMMENTS, OR SUGGESTIONS:
SOU 042: Lockdown continues to hamper group 
activities, river tubing event planned for September 
hopefully unit will be able to participate in.
SOU131: Potential members have expressed an 
interest to join however it appears possible 
requirements for weight restrictions may be part of 
the requirements to join, however this should be 
discussed as there should not be limits on joining 
the MACO teams in that form.
SOU763: My apologies for the late report.

GROUP 1 OPERATIONS

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS REPORT
No report from IO 219 (5 months), SOU 515 (5 months) and SOU 559 (5 months). 
Deputy Director Ops and CG 2 contacted SOU’s 
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GROUP COMMANDER’S NOTES:
FTR - IO 143, SOU 559

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 19
Reported: 17
Excused: 0
Late: 3
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: SOU 142, SOU 559

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 19 Operatives: 92
IOs: 3  Operatives: 3

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 95

ROSTER CHANGES
Gains - 2
Losses - 0
Leadership Changes: 0 

AWARDS ISSUED: 1 
SOU 601 - AWARD ISSUED | MACO Basic Training 
Ribbon | Anne Zecca 7/6/20

AWARDS REQUESTED: 3
Kimberly Biggerstaff: MACO Ribbon, MACO 
Training Ribbon, Patriotic Service Award, McCoy 
Medical Ribbon Bronze 
Scott Fullerton: MACO Ribbon 
Thomas A. Bores: MACO Ribbon, MACO Training 
Ribbon, Patriotic Service Award, McCoy Medical 
Ribbon Gold

PROBLEMS, COMMENTS, OR SUGGESTIONS:
SOU 15: Glad to be part of MACO.
SOU 20: We are just formed and that is the reason 
three of us have no assigned rank beyond crewman
SOU 031: It is good to see the MACO slowly grow-
ing in the fleet.
Suggestion: We could do with some exposure in the 
main CQ. I offer to write something up or should this 
come from R&R?
SOU 1001: Some of us are having difficulties with 
getting exam certificates back from directors in a 
timely manner. 
We understand the time period, but some of the 
directors are pushing the limit to get it back to us. 
Comments: Unit Discussed Uniform and what to 
purchase. They wanted to be uniform with other 
MACO units. Suggested we stick with the CAMO 
MACO Duty Uniform, Duty Belt with a phaser, Black 
Boots with Zippers to conceal the laces, and a Dark 
Blue Beret. Unit will have a patch to be later added 
to the beret. 
SOU 1725: The Unit is in its infancy stage. As the 
Nomad gain’s experience, the hope is to grow the 
unit slowly and have other’s gain leadership skills 
and qualifications over time.
SOU 2020: The form would not allow me to put in 
the numerical designation of 2020, so I just put in 
2000. Sorry.

GROUP 2 OPERATIONS

Total MACO Operatives accounted for: 199
Total MACO Affiliates in DB: 354
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents:  41
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents reporting: 38
Percent Reported: 95%
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FACEBOOK LINK
There were 16 new registrations for August, 2020, a record number for one month since I became 
director!  There were 11 dogs, 1 cat, 1 parrot, 1 horse, and 2 stuffed animals belonging to 9 new 
and 1 existing pet parent. The total number of pet parents listed is 170 with 386 separate pets, 
although the information that I have does not include many of the earlier registrations.  These 
include 19 stuffed animals, 168 cats (8 deceased, 3 retired), 157 dogs (6 deceased, 1 given away, 
2 retired), 8 birds, 2 raccoons, 3 rabbits, 7 lizards, 2 guinea pigs (1 deceased), 4 tarantulas, 5 
snakes, 4 turtles (1 deceased), 2 fish,  2 rats,  1 hedgehog, and 1 horse.  There are likely 
additional deceased pets, but these are all the ones I have record of at this time.

frankieh.63@gmail.com

PETFLEET
LCDR FRAnCES SMiTh

https://www.facebook.com/groups/petfleet/	
mailto:frankieh.63%40gmail.com?subject=
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FACEBOOK LINK

1) Our 2020 International Muster on August 1st was a success. I want to thank everyone who 
was able to join us, We had over 150 marines during the zoom call that included many overseas 
members. Again Thank you!!! 

2) Forcecom and DepDant have been adding the names to the DB of those who won awards and 
also those who attended the IM. Please be patient while they are being added as there are LOTS 
of names and we need to confirm from the lists.

3) Manual revisions are still ongoing. Also we have been adding courses to Moodle again, not all 
are there so if you are looking for a course not yet on Moodle Courses they can be requested via 
email to each branch director. Please visit our SFMCA for additional information. LINK

4) If your Brigade is hosting a virtual muster and wishes to invite any members of the GS staff 
please go ahead and ask as some will try to attend if the schedule permits.

5) The new GDPR course is now online on Moodle. all BDE, BN and Unit OIC’s will need to take 
the course as this is Starfleet specific and will help with privacy and security concerns.

6) The new SFMC QM is online. if you need your SFMC ribbons or badges take a look. Also, we 
have placed an order for more ribbons and ranks. Please be patient while we get the order in. 
Speaking of which, please check the DB and school records before ordering any ribbons, we do 
verify that you earned those awards before we send them out. We have had to do refunds 
because of this.

7) From FORCECOM... Reminder: Marines are responsible for maintaining their own records. 
With an eventual Database migration down the road, FORCECOM recommends keeping a 
printed copy of their DB record just in case.

8) From FORCECOM... Marines are encouraged to attend a brigade muster this year. The 
Brigade Muster Award can now be earned by attending a muster virtually as well as in person. 
Marines can attend any Brigade’s Muster they choose (provided the Brigade hosting allows 
outside marines – hosting BDE’s discretion) and can attend as many musters as they like. Can 
only receive awards once per year. Will be issued for the first one they attend.

9) To be up to date on the latest happenings in the Corps please join our Facebook page.

dant@sfi-sfmc.org

SFMC
MGn REY CORDERO

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/	
http://sfmca.sfi.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/
mailto:dant%40sfi-sfmc.org?subject=


FACEBOOK LINK
Members Affiliated in the Database with STARFLEET Medical :  255
Members Officially Registered with STARFLEET Medical Facebook Page:  255 – this is an in-
crease of 10 since last report

STARFLEET MEDICAL RECOGNITIONS
New STARFLEET Medical awards program is now “LIVE” and can be accessed via the 
STARFLEET Medical website.

HYPOSPRAY WEBZINE
Spanish and French versions have been completed of the 1st edition and be accessed via the 
website or SF Medical Facebook page. LINK

STARFLEET MEDICAL WEBSITE – NOW LIVE (https://medical.sfi.org/)
The awards database and course content, prerequisites and nominations,(https://medical.sfi.org/
resources/medical-training/), Online Hypospray and archive and STARFLEET Medical Handbook.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
The Medical handbook has been completed and is available to all chapters with CMO’s and all 
Regional ASG’s. 
Any members wishing to have a copy please contact your Regional Assistant Surgeon General 
(ASG) who will supply a copy. 
Again, any department looking for assistance with Medical topics please get in touch. We have a 
large team willing to help. 

REGIONAL ASSISTANT SURGEON GENERALS (ASG)
The majority now have regional Facebook groups which you are welcomed to join. Links below:

R1          R2          R7          R9          R11          R12          R17          R19          R20

PLEASE REMEMBER
STARFLEET Medical does the same as SFMC & MACO- it gives members a different way to 
channel their fandom within SFI and is an extension to your regions Commitment to give value 
for membership. We act as a central focal point for the medical aspect of SFI in the same way the 
SFMC & MACO do for those interested in the military side of SFI and just as they support their 
members we do the same offering support and encouragement to Medical members.

STARFLEET MEDICAL COM BADGES 
We are now able to offer you the opportunity to order the STARFLEET Medical Com Badge

medical@sfi.org

STARFLEET MEDICAL
CPT MARK LOGAn
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/STARFLEET.Medical.Corps/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/starfleetmedicalsfi)
https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/The%20Hypospray%20Vol%201%20No%201.pdf?token=AWy3AQOo-3SFh_SXAs4mk5grIzqc5N5vvdIcJ0rMF8GjScCTXWN7OU6zsidMVDalsdu3IQ7MjPSXyEbkKRTs9o6F-UcF9q1DH1UWSboXDnfYTz4INtupCpYYV66RK5bTpZWuag9U4lp9nGavYmj-iJjIdgTE-ItHdFgdL1MTmm89fW6Il9aCX7--MrzJpF9Kca0bEXPydB2FezE0lLCrbrQl
https://medical.sfi.org/
https://medical.sfi.org/resources/medical-training/
https://medical.sfi.org/resources/medical-training/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region1medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/272215684169824
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2954711808080292
https://www.facebook.com/groups/r9sfmhq
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region11medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region12medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/946919619157628
https://www.facebook.com/groups/231624121431227
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region20medical
mailto:medical%40sfi.org?subject=


The attached picture shows the Design Proof of the badge, 
which will have a magnetic fixing. At the present time these 
are limited to one per SFI member Due to limited availability. 
Prices are shown are including postage and shown in pounds 
sterling (£).

R20 &R9: £17,00
Rest of the World: £20,00

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
Click HERE if you’d like to be added to the list for the STARFLEET Medical comm badge and 
complete the form. 

You will be asked to state your name and your delivery address. You’ll then receive back an email 
with the amount due and how to pay. 

The badges are being produced, but no orders will be fulfilled until the costs of manufacture has 
been met through pre-order.
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FACEBOOK LINK
Starfleet Sciences is an informational resource within the old Fleet Resource Center concept 
which promotes science education and explores the portrayal of science within the Star Trek 
shows. Starfleet Sciences has a web site which includes a Chief Science Officer Handbook; in the 
past month, the number of hits to the web page increased 54 to 5398. Starfleet Sciences also has 
a listserv and Facebook page; the Facebook page has 2595 lifetime total likes and 1851 daily 
total impressions for July.  A Pinterest board of science-related events by region is available. A 
Stellar Cartography department, with Capt. Michael Krogh at its head, has a goal to promote 
amateur astronomy through information, advice and communication.  Stellar Cartography’s 
Facebook page is. Starfleet Sciences Director Richard Heim and wife are safe and healthy, 
continuing to shelter at home, to escape the novel corona virus COVID-19, and teleworking. At 
work, Adm. Heim was author of the weekly U.S. Drought Monitor product for the July 21 and July 
28 maps. Starfleet Sciences receives reports from the regional science officers or liaisons in 
seven regions (1, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, and 15). Region One Sciences (also led by Adm. Heim) was 
active with five ships reporting in July, and Region 7’s Comm. Held summarized many new 
developments in the field of astronomy and space exploration reported by the USS Sovereign. 
Region One’s Adm. Jason Schreck made a plea for STARFLEET members to contribute to the 
“Save Space Camp” campaign. Space Camp takes place at the U.S. Space and Rocket Center, 
and the Center is in jeopardy of permanently closing due to financial issues. Comm. Held’s 
summary included reports on:  Our Milky Way galaxy may be teeming with ocean worlds; 
Pluto may have had an underground ocean from the very beginning; Heat gave Jupiter’s icy 
moon Europa layers which may be good news for the search for life; Exposed planetary core 
spotted circling distant star; Close encounters in the Milky Way, and what they mean for planets; 
The ‘mole’ on Mars from NASA’s InSight lander may be stuck again; Most of the Milky Way’s 
life-hosting planets may have formed early on; and Where did all the baryons go?  July posts to 
the Starfleet Sciences Facebook page covered such topics as: COVID-19 virus and protective 
practices (several posts); Star Trek science-fiction becoming science fact and inspiring scientists 
(several posts); Juno mission to Jupiter; Europa news; TESS exoplanet news (several posts); 
SpaceX’s Starship rocket prototype; science in the Trump administration; electron microscopy; 
explosive science of fireworks; turning wastewater into a resource; stinging ant species invades 
Kentucky; 17 ways technology could change the world by 2025; dark matter; galaxies containing 
2 black holes; first gene on Earth may have been a hybrid; how Dixie cups became the breakout 
startup of the 1918 pandemic; and a couple Star Trek COVID cartoons; as well as Science Shows 
on TV This Week.  The most popular posts were the Star Trek COVID cartoons: the one with 
Enterprise NCC-1701 redshirts waiting to beam down with the caption, “the first wave of people 
waiting to go back to social gatherings”, had 273 views, and the one with Kirk, Spock, and McCoy 
at the Cestus III Outpost wearing facemasks, and the redshirt with no facemask, drew 193 views.  
The next most popular post was the Juno mission to Jupiter (viewed by 75 people).  

alaricrh@charter.net

STARFLEET SCIENCES
ADM RiChARD hEiM

https://www.facebook.com/Starfleet-Sciences-365693010206326/
https://scienlaric.com/sfsci/starfleet-sciences.html
https://www.pinterest.com/starfleetsfi/science-related-events-by-region/
mailto:mkrogh%40mail.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/groups/355894761948677
mailto:alaricrh%40charter.net?subject=


ADMIRAL | jOnAThAn SIMMOnS

ops@sfi.org gumbysan@gmail.com

Greetings!

8 Chapters and the majority of regions failed to report this month. I don’t think the database is 
sending me the regional reports. Only three regional reports were received. But, the number of 
chapters not reporting is the lowest in three plus years. The USS Frank W Ault (R7) is currently 
the only chapter in drydock.

The following is the SHOC report for 7/15 through 8/15:

7/17    Commissioned USS Firebird
7/26    Commissioned USS Omnus
7/22    Launched USS Excalibur
7/30    Launched USS Gallifrey

I will be taking a leave of absence for the month of September while my wife and I move to new 
quarters. I will remain in touch via facebook and my personal email.

Until next month!
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ADMIRAL | jEFF hIGDOn

comms@sfi.org 

Greetings and Felicitations!!!

I would like to report that the divisions of the Communications Department are running smoothly.  
Social Media Services reports that there are still people not following the guidelines set to admit 
members to our Facebook, Mailing lists and other social media outlets we oversee.

Remember, those who are subscribing to either our Facebook pages or mailing lists, that any 
Commanding Officer who invites members of their chapter to these social media accounts should 
make it known to their members that requests made for information need to be made out in full 
without exception. These requests for information are in compliance with the GDPR regulations of 
the European Union.  These points must be emphasized in your invitations for your membership. 
Failure to do this will result in those memberships for our social media accounts to be denied and 
attempted to contact you about those denials be made by our Social Media Representatives. It 
will be up to you to communicate this to your membership, as our workers are stretch by not only 
whether to accept or deny certain who failed to comply with the requests of information, but also 
moderate said social media platforms. 

We are requesting that our seasoned members look through your files for old Communiqués. We 
are missing quite a few of them and would very much like to put them in our files, which you can 
find at the STARFLEET Database (SFDB).  The issues of the STARFLEET Communiqué that we 
are missing are:

 1, 3-9, 13-25, 27-29, 31-41, 44.

We would appreciate your help very much in this effort.  Please remember that these CQ’s are 
hard copy and will need to be scanned and sent to us. If you cannot scan and you wish to either 
contribute a CQ in question or loan a CQ to the association, please contact our Vice-Chief In 
Charge of Publications and Manuals, Lieutenant TJ Feldman at vice-chief-pub@sfi.org to make 
arrangements. Again, we would appreciate if you can search through your records to see if you 
have the CQ’s in question.

In fact, we are in search of any manuals, forms or publications whether they be current or from 
past times. These publications (which we’ll call them) can be out-of-date and are usually no 
longer in circulation. If you have such STARFLEET publications, please contact Lieutenant 
Feldman at the email address given in the last paragraph. It will be very much appreciated!

Articles, reports, photos, cartoons, graphics and anything else to be Issue 204 of the STARFLEET 
Communiqué are due by 11:59 PM Central Daylight Time on Tuesday, September 15th.  We 
appreciate all submissions to the CQ, so keep those items coming in!
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And the new Division within the Communications Department, Audio/Video Services, is still mak-
ing headway and growing.  During the Virtual IC2020 held on August 4th, I had the honor to an-
nounce the launch of a new video show that will cover the news of our chapters, regions, the fleet 
and especially our members, called “STARFLEET @ LARGE”. It will be formatted like the news 
shows seen on TV and initially will be hosted by yours truly.  We will be accepting video reports 
(and articles) to be seen on S@L.  Watch in the CQ (and the next edition of this report) for the 
date for you to start submitting videos and articles!

Also watch for announcements from both Major Russell Camp, Vice Chief, A/V, and Humanoid 
resources for your opportunity to help in the making of this program!

The current situation of the world at large is still precarious as a cure for the COVID-19 is still be 
developed.  This means new still means we all need to take necessary precautions in order to 
keep us all safe.  The prayers and good thoughts of the entire Communications Department got to 
the family and friends of those who passes on into the final frontier after contacting this insidious 
disease as well as everyone else to stay safe.

Talk to you again in 30!
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MAJOR | Tj ALLEn

academy@sfi.org
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CES OFFICE
As CES, I have been working behind the scenes to make sure revisions are getting done. I am 
working with Carol Thompson and the Academic Coordinator of SFA, Cher Schleigh, to get these 
done. I am pushing the Directors to work on the reviewing of the documents. I have got a person 
from the CS office to assist as well as we have staff clerks to assist on these all that the Director 
needs to do is ask for help.

I have worked with Shane and S. Chris Boggs to set up a Google Group email to send MSRs in to 
the TRACOM and Superintendent as well as worked on getting a SFMCA Services Group set up 
so they can get work request to the Webmaster.

Working with the Moodle Administrator and Webmaster, we have seen slowness due to the need 
of a new host which I believe COMPOPS is working on. We also are seeing email issues with @
sfi.org not getting to everybody especially those with accounts in places that have blacklisted us. 
We cannot force people to change emails.

I am also asking the directors, assistant directors, deans, and assistant deans for verification of 
their emails that they wish to use for the Catalog and Moodle ad asking for permission to use. 

SFA NEWS
This month’s numbers are up, but I should note that I did NOT count SFDPP in these numbers 
at all (students or courses) because that would artificially inflate the numbers. The approximate 
number of students for July was 147, which is a slight increase, and the number of courses was 
almost 1,850. I definitely hope the increase continues.

The opening of the SFDPP courses was intense, with almost 100 exams taken in both courses 
combined in the first 24 hours. As of this report, over 400 people have taken one or both of the 
exams. We have a tracker so that we can see who has finished, and we stand ready to help the 
different departments and regions determine who is in compliance when the time comes. We are 
also making plans for next year. The tracker will help with that, and we are working on a question 
bank so that we can try to have it where the exams are not exactly the same every year. We will 
also be studying the data from this year to see where we need to make adjustments to the manu-
al and existing questions.
 
Lastly, we will be looking at new information regarding data protection and PII that can be inte-
grated. One thing that I am noticing is that many of the names I have seen in SFDPP, I am also 
seeing for the first time in other areas. I think that there are many people who have discovered 
how easy it is to take the SFDPP on Moodle, and they are deciding to take other courses.



I hope this trend continues. We have welcomed several new staff members, and we have 
reopened some colleges that had been closed for revision. We hope to open more of our closed 
colleges very soon. We are also adding more automated courses as we can, and many of our 
new staff members are dedicated to increasing this aspect. 
Work is still continuing on the revision/update project. We are working to make sure that those 
Directors who need assistance are getting it, through the outside volunteers, staff clerks, and 
other staff members. I know it may seem like there is little progress being made on that, but 
overall, the staff is dedicated to making sure we finish this project. As people finish their colleges, 
we are asking them to assist others who are not as far along. We are working towards the finish 
line as a team.

SFMCA NEWS
So… one month in and we are making progress. Many of the colleges are on board with sending 
in an MSR. There are a few who are still not on board but will be soon. There are several colleges 
who have rewrites going on right now. Moodle is still being updated with new versions of the 
manuals.

We shall see what happens in the days to come.
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REAR ADMIRAL | TOnY KnOPES

compops@sfi.org

No report received.
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GENERAL | LInDA OLSOn

cfo@sfi.org

Hello! The best way I know to deliver this information to the members is to give the short version. 

STARFLEET
Opened the month of June with a balance of $62,248.10
Credits equaled $7,919.16
Debits equaled $6,122.26
Closed the month of June with a balance of $64,045.00

Breakdown of credits is as follows:
PayPal June transfer:  $7,730.16
Breaks down as follows: 
Donations to scholarship from online renewals: $280.00,
QM sales $69.58, less PayPal fee $1.71: $67.87 (Quick Books breakdown shipping income $8.30 
and FL tax 2.28 collected, merchandise $57.29)
Memberships: $2135.00 less PayPal fees $186.79 = $1948.21, less $30 monthly fee, $240 pay-
ment to S+S Designs for annual awards: $1678.21
Com Badge - $5895.81 less PayPal fees of -191.73: $5,704.08
Over the counter deposits: -$189.00 (membership $29, com badges 160.00)
Total Credits: $7,919.16

PayPal July transfer will be $4494.45 ($543.45 less fees were donated to make up the loss of 
IC2019)

BREAKDOWN OF DEBITS
Site 5.com: $23.94
Stamps.com: $17.99 Machine rental
Dream host: $16.90 SFA web hosting  
Linode.com: $20.00
USPS – Postage: $ 149.40 International Quartermaster merchandise to Richard Sams
USPS – Postage: $ 93.00 (SFMC Qm items, will be reimbursed when SFMC bank account is 
reopened)
USPS – Postage: $ 8.45 (SFI Qm items)
USPS – Postage:  $108.30 (com badges)
North Carolina Department of State: $25 Redo Articles of Incorporation check 2519
North Carolina Department of Revenue: $12.28 2nd quarter sales tax
Doctors without Borders (donation): $4000 (check 2520)
Philadelphia Insurance Companies: $1647.00 (policy renewals 2002113412 /2002218469 check 
2521)
total debits for July: $6,122.26
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SFI SCHOLARSHIP ACCOUNT 
Opened the month of July 2020 with a balance of $16,067.18
Credits: $.14
Debits: 0 
Closed the month of July 2020, with a balance of $16,067.32

STARFLEET INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ACCOUNT
Opened the month of July $2,080.14 ($797.48 carried over in account before 2021 began accept-
ing deposits. The $500 deposit to the hotel for 2021 will need to be returned to the main account)
Credits: $1,033.93 PayPal transfer done on 7/1/20
Debits: 0
Close the month of July with a balance of: $3114.07
Credits breakdown as follows:
IC 2021 - $880.37

IC 2021 Registrations taken to July 31st.

7/4 Denise Rush  $84 Registration, $100 Saturday banquet  (PayPal fee $5.64)
7/4 Glenn Smith $42 registration, $40 Friday banquet, $50 Saturday banquet  (PayPal fee $4.56)
7/4 Joyce Pagley $42 registration, $40 Friday banquet, $50 Saturday banquet  (PayPal fee $4.56)
7/4 Thomas Guertin $42 registration, (PayPal fee $1.52)
7/4 Eric Johannson $42 registration, (PayPal fee $2.15)
July transfer will be: $543.57

Registration - 6 this month ($252.00) total - 24  ($1008.00 before fees)
Badges - 0 this month  ($40.00) total -7 ($70.00)
Patches - 0 this month ($15.00) total - 6 ($30.00)
Friday night Banquets - 2 this month ($80.00)  total -7 (280.00 before fees)
Saturday night banquets - 4 this month($200.00)  total - 9 ($450.00 before fees)

IC 2021 payments for July $562.00 less PayPal fees of $18.43 = $543.57 (transfer made on Aug. 
1st)
total collected by IC2021 $1910.00 less PayPal fees of $64.40 = $1845.51

Expenses - none this month.
Hotel deposit: $500
Patches: $148.19
Domain name: $25.90
Total expenses to date: $674.09
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STARFLEET MARINES ACCOUNT
The SFMC Bank Account is currently frozen due to the fraudulent check presented against the 
account in April. All income from Quartermaster sales is being held in the PayPal account until we 
can get a new bank account opened. I have been informed that the Articles of Incorporation have 
been updated, however I have not yet been able to set an appointment to get the account open. 
Will try to do that next week.
This is what the numbers would be if we had the account active.
Opened the month of July with a balance of: $8,365.60
Credits equaled: $451.01 held in PayPal (fees for the month were 21.68, refunds were $20.28, 
total sales were $492.97)
Debits equaled: $93.00 (postage due to STARFLEET)
Closed the month of July with a balance of: $8,723.61

SFMC Scholarship Account
Opened the month of July with a balance of $2749.43
Credits equaled $.02
Debits - $0
Closed the month of June with a balance of $2749.54
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